Fencing - Looking for a couple someones to take charge of the two fencing
responsibility areas. This job can happen as soon as folks get there Friday. Let's try to
get this done before 4 pm. Be sure to keep track of the number of stakes. We should
have plenty to do the job.
1. For the Restricted Area, use the medium - small sized rolls of fencing. Stake it on the
grass, use traffic candles (the orange tubes and bases) on the asphalt and harder
ground. Remember how we made gates at Newberg. Don't forget the fencing around
the announce area (move a picnic table in). Also, leave fencing and candles for Traffic
Control. See photo below, larger version on the club trailer doors

.

2. For the Spectator/Official Stand area here is the materials list (If Thomas
Sparrowgrove is there with their small vehicle, that can be used for transport):
•
•
•
•

The longer rolls of green and orange fencing
Steel stakes and fiberglass stakes
Two mallets
One easy up from the Johnson truck

We use stakes (the fiberglass supplemented with some steel ones) and the longer rolls
of fencing (start with the green). It is installed 50 feet back from the water's edge from
the cove to past the swimming area. Make sure the picnic tables are not on the water
side of the fence. See the photo below, also on club trailer.. Leave room and a picnic
table for the clock and scorers area. There will be at least one easy-up set up there.

Speakers - These go along the center divider of the parking lot. This job can also
happen as soon as folks get there. Speakers and wire are in the club trailer (tall
cabinet). See the photo below and on the club trailer. Let's try to get this done before 6
pm. Set up of the PA and generator need to happen Friday night, be tested, and then
returned to the trailer overnight.
Inspection - Joel, hopefully you can get this set up. Same location as last year (launch
notes photo), we'll save Greaves a spot like last year as well. You can park next to
Greaves. Needs to be ready for use by 7 AM Saturday morning for weighing and fuel
testing.
Restricted Area - Fuel dump needs to be set up with blue tarp and four traffic candles,
fire extiguishers and the spill kit.
Traffic Control - We need three gates created (traffic candles and fencing). for the
entrances to the parking area to keep locals from getting trapped. We have Boat Ramp
closed signs made, and these will need to be installed on the entry road, the other boat
launch, and out on 101 with the other race signs.

Kicker Boats - Need someone to take charge of this task. There are only two to set up,
but I don't know when the second will get there. One Tohatsu goes on the Gregor on
top of the trailer. The other Tohatsu will go on a boat David McMurphy is bringing.
Remember - straight gas in the Tohatsu tanks. Boats moved to the water and started.
Boats should be docked out on the dock away from the launch. This task needs to be
completed Friday night.
Starting Line - Hopefully we will can use the Sparrowgrove vehicle for this transport,
though the Johnson pickup is available. May need to have the caretaker unlock the
post. Clock needs to be set up and operating on the picnic table. Starting line
equipment needs to be in place. This task needs to be complete Friday night.
Course Set up - Since we will have one kicker boat and motor, this can happen late
afternoon. Last year, Russ roughed in the course and he and I finished it off. Doesn't
necessarily have to be done that way this year. Jugs and anchors and rope need to be
unloaded. Buoys will need to be blown up Friday evening.

